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The social, cultural and economic life of a society is manifest in its built environment. 
An analysis of that environment can provide insights about the lives of the people who 
inhabit its spaces. One difficulty in making such an analysis stems from the fact that the 
physical environment changes shape at a slower pace than the lived environment. It is 
thus important to assure at the outset that material forms are flexible and adaptable, so 
that they can serve their users through a long period of time.  Architects and planners 
are some of the many actors who shape the built environment, and the importance of 
their role becomes evident when their built work is able to transcend the period and the 
generation in which it was conceived and constructed.  

The role of the Aga Khan Award for Architecture since its inception in 1977 has been 
to foster a better built environment for societies in which Muslims live. Its core activity 
is to present recent, exemplary schemes that benefit their users and respond to the 
aspirations of their clients.  Every three years, projects are selected to receive the Award 
through a meticulous process of nomination, documentation and expert evaluation. By 
juxtaposing projects of different scale, programme, location and style, the Award tries to 
showcase the plurality that exists within our societies. The common factor in choosing 
these projects is ‘excellence’ – in the approach of the architect in designing the most 
appropriate solution. As architectural solutions have moved from local to global, it has 
become clear that homogenised solutions are seldom the most appropriate response to 
local needs.

The series of ‘Knowledge Construction Workshops’ of which this publication is an 
outcome, were organised by the Aga Khan Award for Architecture in order to create 
a body of research that could assist the Award steering committee and master juries to 
better understand the contexts of the projects that they are asked to assess.  The Award 
also has a programme of specialised and thematic colloquia and seminars that bring 
eminent scholars and professionals together, all aimed at creating a body of knowledge 
for practitioners and researchers looking for inspiration and tools. 
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Professor Modjtaba Sadria, who served on the Award’s master jury in 2004 and was a 
steering committee member from 2005 – 2007, proposed the Knowledge Construction 
Workshops to address and build upon the discussions taking place at the Award at that 
time. The first workshop was held in London in 2008 entitled ‘Multiple Modernities in 
Muslim Societies’ and its proceedings were subsequently published in a separate volume. 
The second workshop was held in Vancouver in 2009 to explore the tangible elements of 
modernity, focusing on the issue of representation in architecture. 

This event was organised in collaboration with the Institute for the Study of Muslim 
Civilisations (AKU-ISMC) in London. Following the workshop the papers presented were 
further developed under the editorial direction of Professor Sadria and edited by Rebecca 
Williamson of AKU-ISMC. The volume was prepared for publication by Nuha Ansari, 
Project Officer at the Award. I would like to express my thanks and warm appreciation 
to these individuals and all those who participated in the workshops and contributed  
their research.
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